Lathrup Village TimeBank
COOKIE EXCHANGE GUIDE LINES
www.lathrupvillagetimebank.org

- The more the merrier, but a cookie exchange should have about six or more participants to ensure a variety of cookies

- RSVP is required in order to participate

- Arrive with cookies at 7PM. Exchange will start at 7:30PM

- Bake 4-cookies / person = X-dozen

- First participants to arrive will be the first to exchange cookies.

- Decide whether participants will swap one dozens of each kind or just half dozens. Each baker should bring extra cookies for sampling at the event

- Get copies of each recipe ahead of time or ask bakers to bring copies along, just in case anyone wants to try to re-create the recipe on their own.

- No “store bought” cookies allowed

- Bakers shouldn’t just think about flavor. A cookie that stores and travels well is easiest to exchange

- Bring a good size container with you

- Organizers should set the mood with festive music, decorations, beverages and snacks to make the cookie exchange an all-around holiday event